
How Do We Help Our Children Succeed? 
Version 1.25 

Our Goal 
Assist students to be more effective in school and life          
through a better understanding of their own personality        
and that of their peers, parents, and teachers. We also          
assist parents and teachers to assist students in their         
pursuit of success in education and life. 
 

Our Process 
We have partnered with a number of community and local          
businesses to bring resources and tools to students, parents, and teachers. We            
make these resources available through teachers to the students and parents.           
Additional resources may be available online as well for teachers and parents to             
access.  
 

Personality Masteries ~ Resource A01 
The following fun and easy simple exercise       
will help the student in a fun and expressive         
way better understand their own personality      
and that of those around them. This helps        
students to better understand how they can       
better learn, be more effective in how they        
study, interact with peers, achieve their life       
dreams and goals, and understand the value       
of having friends who think and behave in a         
different way than they do.  
 

My Story ~ Jennifer Tibbs 
I taught middle school math for 12 years and honestly was burnt out. I was               
putting in over 4 hours every night in lesson plans, working so hard to help all my                 
students learn in what I thought was the most effective way . . . and knew as hard                  
as I was working, it wasn’t working for me or my students. Personality Masteries,              
the DNA for PEOPLE as people refer to it, helped me to quickly understand my               
students, helped my students understand themselves, and better assisted the          
parents of my students to engage in a far more effective manner for the benefit of                
everyone.  Everything changed in four short months.  

 



 
How Is This So Effective? 

 Personality Masteries assists every teacher, at every grade        
level, to assist any type of student in any subject. How?           
When students better understand themselves at a very        
deep level and understand those around them, they simply         

engage in a far more effective way. Learning becomes a part of who they are               
meant to be. In subjects they are weak in, they learn how to benefit from other                
students of similar or different personality types and learn to work together            
through different learning styles / approaches to accomplish far more together           
than they ever could on their own.  
 
This tool is so effective that teachers are encouraged to share it with the parents               
of the students, which encourages greater engagement and participation from          
the family in a fun and exciting way.  

 
Please take your numbers    
from the above questions    
and place them below. Add     
the Geo + Pain test numbers      
together to come up with a      
combined score. Talk with    
your certified personality   
mentor for additional details. 
 

 

Certified Personality Mentor  
~ Jennifer Tibbs ~ 

Phone / Text: 708-705-2835 // jcampbelltibbs@gmail.com 
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What’s Next . . .  
Life Masteries has partnered with teachers, educators, and parents to develop           
online resources. There are also certified volunteers who can assist parents to            
better connect with their child based on the child’s personality and apply            
Personality Masteries in helping their children to succeed. 
 

❏ 1. Review how different personalities respond . . . below 
❏ 2. Review results with parents, teacher, friends, certified mentor 
❏ 3. Select school subject to apply this to _____________________ 
❏ 4. How to improve my friendships / how I treat others 
❏ 5. Others: _______________________________________________ 

 
How powerful is it when a student understands        
themselves, at a core level, at levels that we as          
adults often do not understand ourselves? 
 
When we understand our personality, how we       
were created at a core level . . . we as students            
are able to study better and more effectively, get         
better grades with less effort, have less stress,        
and have better friendships / relationships.  
 

We as students, parents and     
teachers also learn not judge or      
bully others because they are     
very different than we are and we       
learn how to embrace the     
differences in others. While their     
differences will irritate us at     
times, they are often precisely     
what we need in our lives to       
achieve our full potential.  
 
Often for a student, their personality is in natural conflict not only with their              
teachers but also their parents, which can make a student feel very much alone,              
misunderstood, frustrated, stressed, depressed, angry, and upset. When        
students, teachers, and parents all learn about Personality Masteries, it brings           
greater understanding, benefit, and success for everyone.  
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When we understand our    
personality we learn how our brains      
are wired.  
 
“You can lead a horse to water . . .          
but you can’t make them drink . . .         
but you can put salt in the oats.”  
                           Colleen Habermehl 
 
 

What does this mean? It means that we’re all         
built differently and when we understand how       
our minds work . . . well . . . we just work a lot               
better.  
 
Have you ever noticed that people like to be         
loved in very different ways? Why is this and         
how do we understand ourselves and others?       
As a teacher or parent, how do we understand         
how to give our kids what they really need rather than what we think they need?                
Sometimes it seems, that we as adults seek to help students . . . but               
inadvertently hurt them? We now have a very specific map . . . a way to help                 
students to achieve their full potential based on how they were best designed to              
operate and succeed in life. 
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Our greatest strength is our greatest      
weakness . . . and our great       
weakness is just our greatest strength      
misapplied. It’s taking our strength     
and carrying it too far. 
 
This is why we as parents, teachers,       
and students will often have     
challenges with one another...    
because of the way we’re designed.  
 
 
 

 
 
We tend to like others who are like us and fall in            
love with someone who is the opposite       
personality that we are. Often as parents some of         
our children are totally opposite personality types       
as we are and our children bug us . . . and we bug              
our children. When we all understand one       
another’s personality type, life is just easier.  
 

Check out what Arianna and Krista, both 7th        
graders shared. Isn’t it interesting how they       
learned personalities in a few minutes, in a math         
class, and they are able to understand themselves        
so well?  
 
When we understand why we think, see, hear, and         
do things for a very specific reason, we’re able to          
learn to adjust to the world around us rather than          
expecting the world and others to adjust to us. We learn why people like us or                
don’t like us, why we like or don’t like others . . . and we can make a                  
determination in our own minds of how we want to think about others. It              
becomes our choice. We’re no longer governed by others, our emotions,           
feelings, or even thoughts. We have control over how we think . . . which gives                
us control over our lives and allows us to help others to learn to think differently                
as well.  
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Now . . . Personality     
Masteries, the DNA for    
PEOPLE becomes  
even more powerful   
when we combine it    
with the DNA for LIFE,     
Natural Laws. 
 
One-third of parents,   
teachers, and adults   
will say their biggest    
challenge is  
something directly  
connected to not   
having enough time,   
feeling stressed due to    
lack of time, being    
over committed or feeling frustrated about wanting to give more time or do more              
with their children or students. Students have more career opportunities now           
than ever before and are not limited like past generations with the advent of              
technology and careers which often allow them to work anywhere in the world,             
doing anything they want to do. 
 
All this freedom comes at a price though, as         
there are almost too many opportunities for       
students and it can become stressful and create        
frustration and pressure. When we understand      
our blended personality, we understand how to       
learn to think differently.  
 
What Is My Biggest Challenge / Problem? 
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Albert Einstein shared . . . “You can never solve a problem at the level on                
which it was created.” What does this mean? It means that we create our own               
problems based on the dimension upon which we think, and to solve any             
problem, we need to learn to think differently. Understanding our blended           
personalities helps us to do that. Understanding Natural Laws that govern our            
lives helps us to learn to solve our own problems. What are the three elements               
to frustration? When we learn to control these three elements from learning            
Natural Laws we totally control how frustrated we are in any area of life. 
 

    1. How hard we work. 
    2. How much we care. 
    3. My expectation of myself and others. 
  
Think about it . . . if we don’t work, if we don’t care and we have no expectations,                   
it’s impossible to have frustration. Yes, there is a downside to this because             
without working, caring, or having expectations we won’t grow or change.           
Learning to control our own frustration so we only have positive frustration is one              
thing which  will give us peace, happiness, and joy in our lives. 
 
What’s challenging is that what     
causes one personality / frequency     
pain . . . actually causes another       
personality pleasure.  
 
A parent / teacher may be seeking to        
help a student and without even      
knowing it could be causing them a       
great deal of pain. A student may be        
doing what they think a parent or       
teacher wants them to do but it’s       
actually causing the parent or teacher      
a great deal of stress and pain. 
 
 
Between the Geo Personality Test and the Pain Quadrant Personality test there            
are 65,536 possible combinations . . . that’s the complex part. The fun part of               
some personalities is that all those possible combinations are really different           
combinations of the four core personality types.  
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Some statistics show that the number one cause for college age suicide is having              
the stress of debt. We often do not like to talk about depression and stress,               
which can lead to suicidal thoughts.  
 
The younger we are able to learn to understand how our minds think and then               
learn to control our thoughts to bring benefit to ourselves and others, the greater              
our mental health will be and the greater our lives will be. 
 
Believe it or not different personalities even think in very different ways about             
money. We each think about money and the meaning or use of money in a very                
different way.  
 
Your certified personality mentor has the capability, or knows someone who has            
the ability, to do seminars, workshops, and events which assist us as parents,             
teachers, and students to all come together in a fun way and learn about              
personalities, while also learning how we think about money, relationships,          
education, and our future. And also to learn how our thinking serves us well at               
times and how our thinking hurts us as well at times. Connect with your certified               
personality mentor over the phone for a conversation on how learning and            
applying Personality Masteries to every area of our lives will not only help             
students, but parents and teachers a well.  
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Certified Personality Mentor  
~ Jennifer Tibbs ~ 

Phone / Text: 708-705-2835 // jcampbelltibbs@gmail.com 
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